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Abstract: This paper describes presentation attack detection systems developed for the Automatic
Speaker Verification Spoofing and Countermeasures Challenge (ASVspoof 2017). The submitted
systems, using calibration and score fusion techniques, combine different sub-systems (up to 18),
which are based on eight state of the art features and rely on Gaussian mixture models and feed-
forward neural network classifiers. The systems achieved the top five performances in the competi-
tion. We present the proposed systems and analyze the calibration and fusion strategies employed. To
assess the systems’ generalization capacity, we evaluated it on an unrelated larger database recorded
in Portuguese language, which is different from the English language used in the competition. These
extended evaluation results show that the fusion-based system, although successful in the scope of
the evaluation, lacks the ability to accurately discriminate genuine data from attacks in unknown
conditions, which raises the question on how to assess the generalization ability of attack detection
systems in practical application scenarios.
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1 Introduction
Presentation (or replay) attacks can be considered as one of the major obstacles preventing
the adoption of speaker recognition in practical applications. This type of attack is rel-
atively easy to perform. If an attacker has access to a speech sample from a target user,
he/she can replay it using a loudspeaker or a smartphone to the biometric system during the
authentication process. The ease of perpetration and the fact that no technical knowledge
of the biometric system is required makes the presentation attack one of the most com-
mon practical attacks. Despite the severity of the problem, researchers started to develop
effective presentation attack detection mechanisms only in the last few years [SKH15].
One of the main challenges in Presentation Attack Detection (PAD) is to find a set of
features that allows systems to effectively distinguish speech signals that were directly
emitted by a human vocal apparatus from those reproduced by a replay device such as a
loudspeaker or a smartphone. Several audio descriptors originally proposed for speaker
verification and speech recognition have also been studied in the context of PAD sys-
tems [SKH15] (and references there in). Features specifically designed for anti-spoofing
systems were the focus of recent research [CRS07, TDE16, MMDM16].
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Generalization ability of PAD systems has been assessed recently with [TDE17] show-
ing the degradation in performance when specific features optimized using one database
are used unchanged on another database. In [PSS17], cross-database experiments demon-
strated the inability of current techniques to deal with unforeseen conditions. However,
it did not include strict presentation attacks, which can be considered one of the hardest
attack to be detected. The authors of [KM16, KM17] focused on presentation attacks in
cross-database and cross-attack scenarios, and concluded that current state of the art PAD
systems do not generalize well, with especially poor performance on presentation attacks.
In this paper, we present two PAD systems developed for the Automatic Speaker Verifica-
tion Spoofing and Countermeasures Challenge (ASVspoof 2017) [Ki17b]. The submitted
systems are essentially ensembles of several sub-systems composed of state-of-the-art fea-
tures in PAD systems and two well known classifiers: Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
and feed-forward neural networks. Calibration and fusion strategies were used to effec-
tively integrate these sub-systems into a possibly more robust PAD systems. We discuss
and compare three different fusion strategies and investigate their performances on the
ASVspoof 2017 database, as well as, by using an unrelated and larger database recorded
in Portuguese language: BioCPqD-PA [Vi13] database.
2 Database and Protocol
Two different databases were used: ASVspoof 2017 and BioCPqD-PA, containing gen-
uine and spoofed recordings. The protocol defined in the ASVspoof challenge splits the
database into three subsets, while BioCPqD-PA is used as just one set. Table 1 summarizes
both datasets. The databases and protocols are described in the following subsections.
Tab. 1: Number of speakers and utterances in ASVspoof 2017 and BioCPqD-PA databases.
ASVspoof 2017 BioCPqD-PA
train dev eval -
# speakers 10 8 NA 222
# genuine 1,508 760 1,298 27,253
# spoofed 1,508 950 12,008 42,768
# total 3,016 1,710 13,306 70,021
2.1 ASVspoof 2017
The ASVspoof 2017 contest focuses on presentation attacks. To this end, the challenge
makes use of the RedDots corpus [Le15] and a replayed version of the same data [Ki17a].
While the former serves as genuine samples, the latter is used as spoof samples, collected
by replaying a subset of the original RedDots corpus utterances using different loudspeak-
ers and recording devices, in different environments, through a crowdsourcing approach.
The database was split into three subsets: train for training, dev for development, and eval
for evaluation. It was also allowed to use both train and dev subsets to train the final system
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for score submission. The evaluation metric adopted was the Equal Error Rate (EER) and
there was no need for participants to provide a decision threshold. The only restriction
concerning the score was that higher scores should favor the genuine hypothesis and lower
scores the spoof hypothesis. A detailed description of the contest can be found in the
challenge evaluation plan [Ki17b].
2.2 BioCPqD-PA
BioCPqD-PA [Vi13] is a proprietary database that contains videos (image and audio) of
participants recorded on different devices (laptops and smartphones) and environments.
All recordings are in Portuguese language. The recordings (genuine audios) are from
222 speakers, collected with 4 different laptops, in 3 distinct environments, and during
5 recording sessions. In each session, 27 utterances with variable content were recorded.
The total of genuine audios is 27,253.
To create the spoof attacks, a subset of these recordings (1,782 utterances sampled from all
speakers’ utterances in such a way that all speakers were represented in the subset) were
replayed in an acoustically isolated room, using 3 different microphones and 8 different
loudspeakers, resulting in 24 configurations. Then, the total number of spoofed recordings
is 42,768 samples (see Table 1). In the cross-database experiments, BioCPqD-PA was
used as one set. Therefore, systems tuned and trained on the ASVspoof 2017 database
(following its protocol) were evaluated on the entire BioCPqD-PA, and, likewise, a system
with the same configuration was trained on BioCPqD-PA and tested on ASVspoof 2017.
3 Description of the submitted PAD systems
In this section, we describe the components that constitute the two submitted PAD systems
referred to as System-1 and System-2 in the rest of the paper.
3.1 Features
We evaluated the performance of the following features previously investigated in the
context of spoofing attacks with synthetic speech: MFCC, IMFCC, RFCC, LFCC, PLP-
Cepstral, SCMC, and SSFC. The use of these features was inspired by [SKH15]. Feature
implementations are available online3, which contribute to reproducibility of results. Other
features were considered, such as CQCC [TDE16], PNCC [KS16], and GFCC [VA12], but
in our previous tests they did not improve the performance of the jointly fused PAD system.
Features are extracted from 20ms speech frames with 50% overlap. All features are based
on short-term power spectrum and were considered 20 coefficients along with their delta
and delta-delta dynamic coefficients.
3 http://cs.joensuu.fi/~sahid/codes/AntiSpoofing_Features.zip and in Bob framework https:
//www.idiap.ch/software/bob/
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3.2 Classifiers
Two distinct classifiers were employed: a traditional 2-class Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) classifier, where two 512 components GMM were trained (10 EM iterations),
one for each class, and a Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN), with the following ar-
chitecture: Input d× 1 → fully connected (12 neurons ReLU) → Batch Normalization
→ Dropout (p = 0.5) → fully connected (64 neurons ReLU) → Dropout (p = 0.5) →
Sigmoid output. The cross-entropy cost function was minimized via Stochastic Gradient
Descent with learning rate equals to 1e-4 with Nesterov’s acceleration.
For 2-class GMM implementation, we used the system provided by the organizers with
the baseline system4 and the implementation in Bob framework5, while FFNN was imple-
mented in python using theano/keras6 framework.
It is important to point out that testing different classification techniques was beyond the
scope of our work for this evaluation. Therefore, a lot of space remains for assessing the
use of more elaborate classifiers for PAD.
3.3 Calibration and Fusion
We focus on a score level fusion due to its relative simplicity and evidence that it leads
to a better performance. The score-fusion is performed by combining scores from each
of the N systems into a new feature vector of length N that needs to be classified. For
classification we consider three different algorithms: (i) a logistic regression (LR), (ii) a
multilayer perceptron (MLP), and (iii) a simple average function (Avg), which is taken on
scores of the fused systems. For LR and MLP fusion, the classifier is pre-trained on the
score-feature vectors from the training set.
When analyzing, comparing, and especially fusing PAD systems, it is important to have
calibrated scores. Raw scores can be mapped to log-likelihood ratio scores with logistic
regression, and an associated cost of calibration Cllr together with a discrimination loss
Cminllr are then used as application-independent performance measures of calibrated PAD or
ASV systems. Calibration costCllr can be interpreted as a scalar measure that summarizes
the quality of the calibrated scores. A well-calibrated system has 0≤Cllr < 1 and produces
well-calibrated likelihood ratio. Discrimination lossCminllr can be viewed as the theoretically
best Cllr value of an optimally calibrated systems. We refer to [Ma14] for a discussion on
the score calibration and Cllr and Cminllr metrics.
3.4 Submitted systems
The two submitted PAD systems are essentially ensembles of different combinations of
features and classifiers. Table 2 shows the set of sub-systems and the fusion method used
4 http://www.ASVspoof.org/data2017/baseline_CM.zip
5 https://gitlab.idiap.ch/bob/bob.bio.gmm
6 Theano: https://github.com/Theano/Theano and Keras: https://keras.io/
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for each PAD system. Features are presented with a subscript ‘all’ or ‘∆s’, where ‘all’
means that all static and dynamic (delta and delta-delta) features were used, while ‘∆s’
indicates that only the dynamic features were considered. The choice of the set of sub-
systems was based on their performances measured on contest’s dev set prior to the sub-
mission.




GMM with: RFCCall , RFCC∆s, LFCCall , LFCC∆s,
MFCCall , MFCC∆s, IMFCCall , MFCC∆s, SSFCall ,
SSFC∆s, SCMCall , SCMC∆s
FFNN with: IMFCCall , LFCCall , MFCCall ,
PLP-Cepstralall , RFCCall , SCMCall
GMM with: RFCCall , RFCC∆s,
LFCCall , LFCC∆s, MFCCall ,
MFCC∆s, IMFCCall , IMFCC∆s,
SSFCall , SSFC∆s, SCMCall ,
SCMC∆s
Fusion Logistic Regression Logistic Regression
4 Results on the ASVspoof2017 database
Table 3 shows the performance of the submitted systems in terms of EER, both for the
dev and the eval sets. The results obtained for the dev set are based on the systems trained
exclusively on the train set of ASVspoof2017 database, while to obtain the results for eval
set, the systems were trained on the aggregated set: train+dev.
Additionally, the table shows the results of baseline system provided by the challenge
organizers, which is based on CQCC front-end and 2-class GMMs back-end. Best individ-
ual system corresponds to a single IMFCC-based sub-system trained using GMM, which
demonstrated the best performance during pre-submission evaluations. A detailed analysis
of the results can be found in [Ki17b], where the results from all participants are compared.
Tab. 3: EER results for the systems submitted to ASVspoof2017, the baseline system, and the best
individual model (GMM with IMFCC). The performance degradation in the Eval set is possibly due
to the presence of unknown attacks. Ensemble models (System-1 and System-2) are more robust
than individual models on the unseen conditions in the Eval set. Best results are highlighted.
System-1 System-2 Best individual Baseline
Dev (train only) 4.09 4.32 4.86 11.17
Eval (train+dev) 14.31 14.93 29.41 24.65
The only difference between baseline and best individual system is the features used, as the
classifier is the same. An interesting result is the one obtained with best individual system.
While on the dev set it provides comparable performance to the fusion-based systems, on
the eval set it performs dramatically worse.
5 Cross-database analysis
To asses the real ability of the systems trained on the challenge database we applied them
to the completely unrelated BioCPqD-PA database.
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Tab. 4: EER results for the cross-database experiments: system trained on ASVspoof 2017
(train+dev) and tested on BioCPqD-PA, and system trained on BioCPqD-PA and tested on
ASVspoof 2017 (eval). Best results are highlighted.
System-1 System-2 Best
individualAvg LR MLP Avg LR MLP
ASVspoof
(train+dev)
→ BioCPqD-PA 23.35 21.35 22.34 22.23 21.28 22.41 37.24
BioCPqD-PA → ASVspoof
(eval)
31.86 26.58 30.77 27.74 27.96 28.37 27.77
Table 4 shows that the systems trained on the ASVspoof2017 challenge database (train+dev)
and tested on BioCPqD-PA database led to twice larger EER compared to when the same
systems are evaluated on the eval set of ASVspoof2017 (see Table 3). This finding con-
firms the limited generalization power of the systems. The performance degradation in
cross-database experiments is not unprecedented: it has been observed in previous anti-
spoofing evaluations [TDE17, PSS17, KM16].
Three different fusion methods using Average, LR, and MLP algorithms were tested with
comparable performances. LR led to a slightly better performance, especially for System-
1 trained on BioCPqD-PA database and evaluated on ASVspoof. Comparing the best in-
dividual sub-systems against fused systems, although fusion did not improve results for
systems trained on BioCPqD-PA database, there is a significant improvement when it is
trained on ASVspoof database. Thus, we can reason that, in practice, when the scenario is
unknown, fusion add robustness to the system performance.
Observing the non-negligible difference between the two crossing possibilities in Table 4,
one can arguably say that training data diversity matters. While ASVspoof database has
few speakers (only male) and a limited number of utterances, it contains presumably more
diverse conditions (devices and recording environments) than BioCPqD-PA, due to the
crowdsourcing data collection. On the other hand, BioCPqD-PA is larger, both in terms of
speakers and number of utterances, but recording conditions are more restricted.
6 Discussion
In every challenge, such as ASVspoof or NIST SRE (Speaker Recognition Evaluation7),
the discussion about the provided speech databases emerges. Todisco et al. [TDE17] dis-
cuss the problem of selecting the features set based on results in one database and using
it on another set, pointing out the resulting performance degradation. Based on our ex-
periments, we raise another question regarding the generalization capability of systems to
completely unseen conditions (including different language). Such situation is more likely
to happen in practical PAD systems, where the system is trained on a given database and
the attacks come from completely unknown conditions.
7 https://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/speaker-recognition
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One should note that our cross-database experiments were designed for an extremely mis-
matched situation, when even the language is different between databases. It is expected
that a PAD system should not be sensitive to language mismatch, however that might not
be the case in practice, as most speech features represent acoustic properties of speech that
are indeed affected by the language spoken. This has been a concern for the speaker recog-
nition community as well: the effect of language mismatch has been evaluated in speaker
recognition tasks within NIST SRE along the years.
Training a system with good generalization capability might require a larger and more
diverse database. Modern algorithms based on deep learning [GBC16] approaches, for
instance, which have proven to beat standard approaches in different kinds of tasks, such as
speech recognition and computer vision, need massive amounts of data to provide state-of-
the-art performance. In cases when the acquisition of such an amount of data is unfeasible,
data augmentation strategies, such as [GUNY15], should be considered.
Another point that leads to a controversy is the use of so-called megafusion strategies.
Although the fusion of many systems, sometimes more than a dozen (e.g., the submitted
System-1 is a fusion of 18 systems), usually leads to a better performance, its practical
use is questionable. Megafusion has also been frequently used for the speaker recognition
task, holding the current state-of-the-art results. However, its computational burden makes
it unacceptable in practical cases, specially when system’s response time is crucial.
7 Conclusions
We presented the attack detection systems developed for the Automatic Speaker Verifica-
tion Spoofing and Countermeasures Challenge. The two systems achieved top five error
rate (in terms of equal error rate) among 48 participants. In addition, experiments are
expanded to cross-database scenario (supposedly closer to a realistic application), using
BioCPqD-PA, a different unrelated database. In these experiments, a significant degrada-
tion in performance of the submitted attack detection systems is observed, highlighting the
lack of generalization ability of such systems.
To improve performance, other classifiers, such as support vector machine, random forest,
and deep neural networks (DNNs), need to be tested in the future. As high-generalization
capability classifiers such as DNNs require a large amount of supervised training data, new
data collections or data augmentation strategies will also be considered in future works.
Other features specifically designed for presentation attack also need to be investigated.
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